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7.1

奉和聖製賜史供奉曲江宴應制

4

8

侍從有鄒枚，
瓊筵就水開。
言陪柏梁宴，
新下建章來。
對酒山河滿，
移舟草樹迴。
天文同麗日，
駐景惜行杯。

1 At this time Xuanzong granted the title “auxiliary” to members of the Hanlin
翰林 Academy, an institution meant for men skilled in the various arts. The
Qujiang was a public park located in the southeast corner of Chang’an.
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Juan 7: Recent style poems

7.1
At imperial command, respectfully harmonizing with the imperial
composition: “Granting Auxiliary Shi a banquet at the Qujiang” 1
Zou and Mei among his attendants,2
Garnet banquet mats unrolled by the waterside.
To accompany the banquet at Cypress Rafters,
4 They have just come down from Jianzhang Palace.3
As they face their wine, it is filled with hills and rivers;
As they move their boats, plants and trees turn about them.
The constellations and the lovely sun
8 Both halt time, for they love the passing of our drinking cups.

2 Zou Yang 鄒陽 and Mei Cheng 枚乘, two prominent poets of the Western Han
dynasty who were patronized by the Princes of Wu and Liang in turn during the
Western Han. Here it stands in for the literati invited to the banquet.
3 Cypress Rafter Terrace and Jianzhang Palace were both built by Emperor Wu of
the Han. The former was often used to host banquets for literary men.
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7.2

從岐王過楊氏別業應教

4

8

楊子談經所，
淮王載酒過。
興闌啼鳥換，
坐久落花多。
逕轉迴銀燭，
林開散玉珂。
嚴城時未啟，
前路擁笙歌。
7.3

從岐王夜讌衛家山池應教

4

8

座客香貂滿，
宮娃綺幔張。
澗花輕粉色，
山月少燈光。
積翠紗窗暗，
飛泉繡戶涼。
還將歌舞出，
歸路莫愁長。
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7.2
Written at the prince’s command: Accompanying the Prince of Qi on
a visit to the country estate of the Yang clan
To the place where Master Yang discusses classics
The prince of Huainan comes visiting, bearing ale.1
By the time our enthusiasm is satisfied, the singing birds have changed;
4 As we sit there long, falling blossoms grow many.
The path swerves, makes our silver candles turn back;
The forest opens, dispersing our jade bridle pendants.
By curfew law the city gates have yet to open;
8 On the road in front our musicians and singers throng.

7.3
Written at the prince’s command: Accompanying the Prince of Qi to
a night banquet at the mountain pond of the Wei family
The seated guests are replete with scented marten tails;2
Patterned silk screens are spread before the palace ladies.
Ravine blossoms lighten their powder’s color;
4 The mountain moon adds a little to the lantern light.
Mid the massed deep-green vegetation, the silk windowpanes darken;
By the flying stream the ornamented doors are cool.
Still they bring forth the singers and dancers;
8 Let no one grieve that the return road is long.

1 The Han poet and philosopher Yang Xiong 揚雄 is the stand-in for the Yang
clan here (though his surname is written with a different character); the Han
prince and patron the Prince of Huainan 淮南 is a stand-in for the Prince of Qi.
2 Marten tails were an insignia of high office.
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7.4

和尹諫議史館山池

4

8

雲館接天居，
霓裳侍玉除。
春池百子外，
芳樹萬年餘。
洞有仙人籙，
山藏太史書。
君恩深漢帝，
且莫上空虛。
7.5

同崔員外秋宵寓直
建禮高秋夜，
承明候曉過。

1 Yin Yin 尹愔, the author of the original poem Wang is answering, was a noted
Daoist adept and received his official position through Xuanzong’s patronage of
the faith. The Historiography Institute was located on the grounds of the Daming
大明 Palace in Chang’an – hence the reference to its connection with “Heaven’s
dwelling” in the first line. “Institute” is also the word translated in the first line
as “lodge.”
2 Rainbow skirts are said to be worn by Daoist immortals. Here this line describes
Yin Yin attending upon the emperor.
3 The Hundred Sons Pond was a pond located within the imperial precincts during
the reign of Emperor Wu of the Han.
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7.4
Harmonizing with Yin, Grand Master of Remonstrance:
The mountain pool at the Historiography Institute 1
This lodge in the clouds connects with Heaven’s dwelling,
Rainbow skirts attend on the jade stairs.2
This spring pool far surpasses the “Hundred Sons,”3
4 Fragrant trees live more than ten thousand years.
The grotto holds an immortal’s register;
The library stores the grand historian’s book.4
Your lord’s grace is deeper than a Han emperor’s;
8 So please do not rise into the air!5

7.5
Matching Supernumerary Cui: “Office duty on an autumn night”
A night in high autumn at Jianli Palace;
We wait for dawn at Chengming so we can leave.6
4 In the Daoist faith, the term “register” (lu) is applied to documents granted to
adepts by their masters specifying their attendant deities and declaring them as
initiates. Library (literally, “mountain”): refers here to the Western Han historian
Sima Qian’s 司馬遷 comment that he was storing a copy of his history “in a
famous mountain,” i.e., the imperial library.
5 Ge Hong tells of the Daoist adept Heshang Gong 河上公. He was visited by
Emperor Wen of the Han, who sought from him an explanation of passages in
the Laozi. When Emperor Wen criticized the adept for not treating him with
respect, he rose into the air and told the emperor that since he belonged to
neither earth nor heaven he could not be considered an imperial subject.
6 Jianli (“Establishment of Propriety”) was a Han era palace; because the Secretariat
was located within its grounds, Wang Wei uses it for the palace where the current
Secretariat resides. For Chengming, see note to 4.8.1. Wang and Cui are waiting
for the gate to open at dawn so that they can leave the palace grounds and enter
back into the city.
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九門寒漏徹，
萬井曙鐘多。
月迥藏珠斗，
雲消出絳河。
更慚衰朽質，
南陌共鳴珂。
7.6

奉和楊駙馬六郎秋夜即事

4

8

高樓月似霜，
秋夜鬱金堂。
對坐彈盧女，
同看舞鳳凰。
少兒多送酒，
小玉更焚香。
結束平陽騎，
明朝入建章。

1 Because the River of Stars (the Milky Way) seems to progress south from the
pole star, and the south is associated with the color red, “Scarlet River” became
an epithet for it.
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Within the nine palace gates the cold water-clocks empty out;
4 In a myriad wards the dawn bells are many.

The moon is far off, the pearled dipper is concealed;
Clouds dissipate, exposing the Scarlet River.1
Even more ashamed of this body withering away,
8 I let bridle pendants ring with yours on southern avenues.

7.6
Respectfully harmonizing with Imperial Consort Yang Six’s poem:
“Things encountered on an autumn night” 2
High in the building the moon is like frost;
An autumn night in a fragrant hall.
We sit facing Lady Lu as she strums;3
4 Together we watch the dancing phoenixes.
Shao’er often brings us ale,
Little Jade burns more incense.
They then attire Pingyang’s escort,
8 For at dawn he enters Jianzhang Palace.

2 Throughout, this poem implicitly compares the subject Yang to the Han general
Wei Qing. Wei was the illegitimate son of a concubine of the Marquis of Pingyang. One of his half-sisters, Wei Zifu 子夫, was in the service of the marquis’
principal wife (the Princess of Pingyang) and later won the favor of Emperor Wu
of the Han; this brought the Wei family to prominence. Wei Shao’er was another
one of his sisters, and the mother of another prominent general, Huo Qubing.
When Wei Qing grew up, he entered the Princess’ service. Later, when Wei Zifu
was promoted to the palace, Wei Qing served at the Jianzhang Palace.
3 See note to 2.2.4.
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7.7

酬虞部蘇員外過藍田別業不見留之作

4

8

貧居依谷口，
喬木帶荒村。
石路枉迴駕，
山家誰候門。
漁舟膠凍浦，
獵犬繞寒原。
唯有白雲外，
疏鐘間夜猿。
7.8

酬比部楊員外暮宿琴臺朝躋書閣率爾見贈
之作

4

舊簡拂塵看，
鳴琴候月彈。
桃源迷漢姓，
松樹有秦官。

1 In Danfu Prefecture in Shandong. A disciple of Confucius, Mi Buqi 宓不齊,
served as an official there. He was so virtuous that he remained in his hall playing
the zither and yet the district was put in order. The site of his hall was a local
destination for visitors, mentioned in other Tang poems. The bamboo slips in
line one evidently refer to old books stored in a library on the site.
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7.7
Reply To Vice Director Su of the Bureau of Forestry and Crafts: He
visits my mountain estate at Lantian and leaves upon not meeting me
My poor dwelling leans on the mouth of the valley;
Lofty trees flank the rustic village.
The rock-strewn road turned back your carriage on its futile visit;
4 For who attended at the gate of my mountain home?
Now fishing boats are stuck to the frozen bank;
And hunting dogs encircle the cold plain.
There is only, beyond these white clouds,
8 The sparse sounds of bells mingled with the gibbons at night.

7.8
Reply to a Poem by Vice Director Yang of the Bureau of Review:
“Spending the night at Zither Terrace and on the following morning
climbing up to the library, I sent you a poem on the spur of
the moment” 1
You brushed dust off the old bamboo slips to look,
While a sounding zither awaited the moonlight to be played.
Your Peach Blossom Spring causes Han people to be lost;
4 Among your pine trees, some have served as Qin officials.2

2 For Peach Blossom Spring, see note to 2.22a.4. When the first Qin emperor
visited Mount Tai, he encountered a storm on the way down and took shelter
under a tree. He then granted the tree an honorary court position. Wang is here
describing Yang’s idyllic residence near Zither Terrace, which is as remote as the
Peach Blossom Spring and surrounded by venerable trees.
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空谷歸人少，
青山背日寒。
羨君棲隱處，
遙望白雲端。
7.9

酬嚴少尹徐舍人見過不遇

4

8

公門暇日少，
窮巷故人稀。
偶值乘籃轝，
非關避白衣。
不知炊黍否，
誰解掃荊扉。
君但傾茶椀，
無妨騎馬歸。

1 Tao Qian was wary of befriending powerful people, and resisted the overtures of
the prominent official and nobleman Wang Hong 王弘. Wang then had one of
Tao’s friends prepare a banquet for him. Wang showed up at the banquet later
and Tao then treated him as a friend. At the time Tao was suffering from a sore
foot and had to be brought to the banquet in a palanquin. After this meeting,
Wang could be depended on to supply Tao with wine. On one occasion, on the
Double Ninth, Tao was lacking in wine and was delighted when Wang sent him
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Few people return to your empty valley;
Your green hills are chill with their back to the sun.
I envy you the place where you roost in reclusion,
8 And gaze afar to the edge of white clouds.

7.9
Reply to Vice-Governor Yan and Secretary Xu coming to visit me and
not finding me at home
Few days of leisure at your office gates;
In remote lanes, old friends are scarce.
If you had happened to meet me riding in a sedan chair,
4 It was not because I’m avoiding a white-robed servant!1
I don’t know if anyone there cooked millet for you –
And who there would know to sweep my rustic hut in welcome?2
You barely had a bowl of tea to drink
8 Then decided you might as well ride home.

some. In one version of the story, the wine was delivered by a “white robed
servant.” In later literature, a “white robed servant” came to mean a wine deliveryman, especially one sent by an official. Here, Wang Wei jokingly denies that he
was “not at home” because he was trying to avoid the powerful officeholders Yan
and Xu.
2 I.e., Wang is so poor he doubts there was anyone to look after the guests when
they arrived in his absence.
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7.10

慕容承攜素饌見過

4

8

紗帽烏皮几，
閒居懶賦詩。
門看五柳識，
年算六身知。
靈壽君王賜，
雕胡弟子炊。
空勞酒食饌，
特底解人頤。
7.11

酬慕容十一

4

行行西陌返，
駐幰問車公。
挾轂雙官騎，
應門五尺僮。
老年如塞北，

1 See note to 2.24.10.
2 An allusion to a passage in the Zuo zhuan, in which an old man’s age is calculated
by taking the character hai 亥 apart, resulting in “two at the head and two sixes
in the body.” The result was a calculation of 26,600 days, or about seventy-three
years. In other words, Wang is saying that he is quite old.
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7.10
Murong Cheng visits me, bringing vegetarian food
Muslin cap of office, armrest upholstered in black lambskin:
I live in idleness, too lazy to compose poems.
You recognize me when you see the five willows by my gate;1
4 You calculate my age – you know the sixes of the body.2
My zelkova-wood staff – a gift of my ruler;
My disciples steam wild rice gruel for me.
Merely that you make the effort to bring me food and ale
8 Especially cheers me up.

7.11
Reply to Murong Eleven
Going on and on, returning from the western streets,
I halt my carriage and ask after Lord Ju.3
Our wheels aligned – you have a pair of official escorts;4
4 Standing guard at your gate – lads five feet tall.
In your old age, you head off north of the frontier;

3 Ju Yin 車胤 was a handsome and clever Eastern Jin aristocrat much prized at
parties – leading to the saying of the time, “It’s not fun if Lord Ju isn’t here.”
Wang Wei is designating Murong.
4 Literally, “touching wheel-hubs,” a poetic cliché for carriages crowded side by side
on a narrow street. Here it describes Murong’s and the poet’s conversation occurring between their two carriages.
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8

強起離牆東。
為報壺丘子，
來人道住蒙。
7.12

酬張少府

4

8

晚年唯好靜，
萬事不關心。
自顧無長策，
空知返舊林。
松風吹解帶，
山月照彈琴。
君問窮通理，
漁歌入浦深。
7.13

喜祖三至留宿

4

門前洛陽客，
下馬拂征衣。
不枉故人駕，
平生多掩扉。
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Forced to rise and abandon your reclusion east of the wall.1
For my sake report to Master Huqiu:2
8 The one who seeks him says he’ll live in Meng.3

7.12
Reply to Assistant Magistrate Zhang
Late in life I only like quiet;
Worldly affairs do not bother my mind.
I observe myself: no long-term plans –
4 Know there’s nothing to do save return to home woods.
A pine breeze blows on my untied sash,
And a mountain moon shines on my zither as I strum.
You ask about the principle of failure or success;
8 The fisherman’s song enters deep into the riverbank.4

7.13
Happy that Zu Three has come to spend the night
Before my gate, a guest from Luoyang
Dismounts and brushes off his traveling clothes.
An old friend’s carriage does not come in vain,
4 Though in the course of my life I’ve often shut my door.

1
2
3
4

See note to 1.2.12.
Master Huqiu was supposedly the teacher of the Daoist sage Liezi.
Meng was the home of Zhuangzi.
See note to 4.16.16.
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8

行人返深巷，
積雪帶餘暉。
早歲同袍者，
高車何處歸。
7.13a

祖詠：答王維留宿

4

8

四年不相見，
相見復何為。
握手言未畢，
却令傷別離。
升堂還駐馬，
酌醴便呼兒。
語默自相對，
安用傍人知。
7.14

酬賀四贈葛巾之作

4

野巾傳惠好，
茲貺重兼金。
嘉此幽棲物，
能齊隱吏心。
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Strollers return to their secluded lanes,
And accumulated snow bears the lingering sunlight.
You’re a bosom friend from our earliest years –
8 So where else could your lofty carriage find refuge?

7.13a
Zu Yong: Reply to Wang Wei inviting me to spend the night
For four years we haven’t seen each other –
We see each other, and what do we do?
Clasping hands, before our words are done
4 It brings on the heartbreak of parting.
We go up into your hall, my horses are stalled;
You pour out sweet ale and call the serving lad.
We fall silent then, and face each other:
8 What use for others to know?

7.14
Reply to He Four for his gift of a hemp headcloth
The rustic headcloth conveys your kind intentions;
This gift is worth more than the finest gold.
Delighting in this thing of secluded refuge –
4 It can be fitting for a hermit mind still serving in office.
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8

早朝方暫挂，
晚沐復來簪。
坐覺囂塵遠，
思君共入林。
7.15

寄荊州張丞相

4

8

所思竟何在，
悵望深荊門。
舉世無相識，
終身思舊恩。
方將與農圃，
藝植老邱園。
目盡南飛鳥，
何由寄一言。
7.16

輞川閒居贈裴秀才迪
寒山轉蒼翠，
秋水日潺湲。
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At morning court I hang it up for a while;
After washing in the evening I can pin it back on.
Then at once I feel far away from the noise and dust,
8 And imagine going with you together into the woods.

7.15
Sent to Zhang of Jingzhou, the head of the Department of State
Affairs 1
Where finally is the one I long for?
Grieving, I gaze toward remote Jingmen.
There is no one who knows me in all the age;
4 To the end of my life, I think of your old favors.
Now you will work on your farming plot;
You’ll till and plant your old hills and gardens.
At the edge of sight, birds flying south:
8 How can I send you a single word?

7.16
Living at ease at Wangchuan: sent to Flourishing Talent Pei Di
The chill hills turn increasingly gray-green;
The autumn waters surge more daily.

1 Written to console Zhang Jiuling after Li Linfu 李林甫 ousted him from government in 737 and sent him to a post in exile at Jingzhou (in the central Jiang
valley).
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4

8

倚杖柴門外，
臨風聽暮蟬。
渡頭餘落日，
墟里上孤烟。
復值接輿醉，
狂歌五柳前。
7.17

冬晚對雪憶胡居士家

4

8

寒更傳曉箭，
清鏡覽衰顏。
隔牖風驚竹，
開門雪滿山。
灑空深巷靜，
積素廣庭閑。
借問袁安舍，
翛然尚閉關。
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I lean on a cane outside my scrap-wood gate,
4 Facing the wind, listening to cicadas at dusk.

At the ford some lingering sunlight;
In the village, solitary smoke rises.
Again I meet Jieyu drunk,1
8 Madly singing in front of Five Willows.2

7.17
Facing the snow on a winter evening and thinking of the house of
Layman Hu
Chill watch-drums convey the dawn marker;3
In the clear mirror I observe my features in decline.
Beyond the window the breeze shakes the bamboo;
4 I open the gate – snow covers the hills.
Air sprinkled with flakes – the deep lanes are still;
Piled-up white – broad courtyards are calm.
I ask after the lodging of Yuan An;4
8 In his lofty spirit he still keeps his door shut.

1 See note to 5.4.1.
2 See note to 2.24.10.
3 Dawn marker: the arrow in the clepsydra that indicates the time now points at
dawn.
4 Yuan An 袁安 was a virtuous man of the Eastern Han. He remained in his house
with door closed in a snowstorm nearly frozen to death, for he thought if he left
to beg for food he would interfere with others who were hungrier than he was.
The poet is comparing Hu to Yuan.
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7.18

山居秋暝

4

8

空山新雨後，
天氣晚來秋。
明月松間照，
清泉石上流。
竹喧歸浣女，
蓮動下漁舟。
隨意春芳歇，
王孫自可留。
7.19

歸嵩山作

4

8

清川帶長薄，
車馬去閒閒。
流水如有意，
暮禽相與還。
荒城臨古渡，
落日滿秋山。
迢遞嵩高下，
歸來且閉關。
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7.18
Living in the mountains: autumn dusk
In empty mountains, after new rains,
The weather turns to autumn as evening comes.
A bright moon shines in the pine trees,
4 A clear stream flows over the stones.
Noise in bamboos: washerwomen return.
Lotuses move: fishing boats go downstream.
Following its nature, spring fragrance fades;
8 My Prince, you can linger here.1

7.19
Written while returning to Mount Song
The clear stream is banded by tall bushes;
Cart and horse depart leisurely.
Flowing water seems to have a mind;
4 And twilight birds go home together.
The abandoned walls look over an ancient ford;
The setting sun fills the autumn hills.
And far away, on the heights of Mount Song,
8 I have come home and have shut my door.

1 The last line adapts “Summoning the Recluse” (Zhao yinshi 招隱士) from the
Chu ci: “Return, O Prince, / You cannot long stay in the hills.” Here it is inviting
the poem’s recipient to stay in the hills as a recluse.
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7.20

歸輞川作

4

8

谷口疏鐘動，
漁樵稍欲稀。
悠然遠山暮，
獨向白雲歸。
菱蔓弱難定，
楊花輕易飛。
東皋春草色，
惆悵掩柴扉。
7.21

韋給事山居

4

8

幽尋得此地，
詎有一人曾。
大壑隨階轉，
羣山入戶登。
庖廚出深竹，
印綬隔垂藤。
即事辭軒冕，
誰云病未能。
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7.20
Written while returning to Wangchuan
At the valley mouth, scattered bells sound;
Fishermen and woodcutters gradually grow few.
In the stillness of dusk in the distant hills,
4 I face white clouds alone as I go home.
Caltrop stems are fragile and cannot settle;
Willow blossoms are light and easily float.
On the east riverbank, the color of spring grass;
8 And disconsolate I close my scrap-wood door.

7.21
The mountain dwelling of Supervising Secretary Wei 1
Seeking the remote, you found this place;
How could there have been anyone here before?
The great ravine follows the turns of your stairs;
4 The assembled mountains enter your door as they rise.
A kitchen set out among deep bamboo,
Official seal and cap-strings of office cut off by the drooping vines.
Because of current matters you resigned high-ranking coach and
coronet;
8 Who could criticize you and think you incapable?

1 See note to 2.11.
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7.22

山居即事

4

8

寂寞掩柴扉，
蒼茫對落暉。
鶴巢松樹徧，
人訪蓽門稀。
嫩竹含新粉，
紅蓮落故衣。
渡頭燈火起，
處處採菱歸。
7.23

終南山

4

8

太乙近天都，
連山到海隅。
白雲迴望合，
青靄入看無。
分野中峰變，
陰晴眾壑殊。
欲投人處宿，
隔水問樵夫。
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7.22
Living in the mountains: things encountered
In the lonely stillness I shut my scrap-wood door;
In the vast wilderness I face the setting light.
Cranes nest everywhere in the pine trees;
4 Few people visit my wicker gate.
Tender bamboo are filled with fresh powder;
Red lotuses shed their former garments.
At the ford the lantern flames rise;
8 And everywhere the caltrop-pickers go home.

7.23
Zhongnan Mountain
Taiyi nears the capital of Heaven,1
A stretch of mountains reaches to the edge of the sea.
White clouds come together when you turn to gaze at them;
4 Blue mists disappear when you enter them and look.
Delineating the land, the central peak marks the change;2
Shadow and light are different in the multitude of ravines.
If you want to put up with someone for the night,
8 Inquire of that woodcutter across the stream.

1 Taiyi (also written 太一) represents the source of all things in Daoist thought. It
is also associated in astrological and geomantic terms with the emperor, the imperial capital, and with the pole star. Because of its important location south of
Chang’an, Zhongnan Mountain is also referred to as Taiyi.
2 Delineating the land (fen ye) refers to mapping territorial sections against the
constellations. This line is asserting that the central peak of Zhongnan marks the
boundary between one such section and another.
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7.24

輞川閒居

4

8

一從歸白社，
不復到青門。
時倚簷前樹，
遠看原上村。
青菰臨水映，
白鳥向山翻。
寂寞於陵子，
桔槔方灌園。
7.25

春園即事

4

8

宿雨乘輕屐，
春寒著弊袍。
開畦分白水，
間柳發紅桃。
草際成棋局，
林端舉桔槔。
還持鹿皮几，
日暮隱蓬蒿。
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7.24
Living at ease at Wangchuan
Once I returned to White Shrine,1
I never came back to the Blue Gate of the capital.2
At times I lean on the tree before my eaves
4 And distantly look at the villages on the plain.
Black wild rice is reflected at the water’s edge,
While white birds go flitting before the hills.
How lonely is Master Wuling,
8 Turning the well sweep so he can water the garden.3

7.25
Things encountered in my spring garden
After last night’s rain I put on my light clogs;
The spring is chill, so I don my tattered robe.
I till my plot, drain off the white water,
4 While red peach blossoms open amid the willows.
I draw a Go board at the edge of the grass,
And raise the well sweep by the side of the wood.
Still grasping my deer-hide armrest,
8 At dusk I hide myself in a thicket of fleabane and artemisia.

1 A neighborhood near Luoyang, and home of the famous Jin era recluse Dong
Jing 董京. Since then, the name has been associated with hermits.
2 See note to 3.9.10.
3 Chen Zhongzi 陳仲子, known also from his dwelling in reclusion as Master
Wuling. Mencius criticized him as being too extreme in carrying his desire to be
free of all ties to others (3B.10). When the ruler of Chu tried to employ him
and sent a gift of gold, he and his wife fled and he became a hired gardener.
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7.26

淇上即事田園

4

8

屏居淇水上，
東野曠無山。
日隱桑柘外，
河明閭井間。
牧童望村去，
獵犬隨人還。
靜者亦何事，
荊扉乘晝關。
7.27

與盧象集朱家

4

8

主人能愛客，
終日有逢迎。
貰得新豐酒，
復聞秦女箏。
柳條疏客舍，
槐葉下秋城。
語笑且為樂，
吾將達此生。
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7.26
Things encountered among fields and gardens by the Qi River 1
I live in seclusion by the bank of the Qi;
Eastern fields are broad; no hills in sight.
The sunlight is darkened beyond mulberry and cudrania;
4 The river is bright in the midst of the hamlets.
Herd-boys head off toward the village;
Hunting dogs follow their masters home.
Indeed, what business does a man of quiet have?
8 While it’s still daytime I close my thorn-wood door.

7.27
With Lu Xiang, a gathering at the Zhu house
The host is able to treasure his guests;
At end of day there is someone to greet us.
He buys some Xinfeng ale on credit,2
4 And again we hear the Qin-girl’s cither.3
Willow branches are sparse by the lodging for guests;
Sophora leaves fall by the autumnal city walls.
We chat and laugh, make merry for a time;
8 I am going to master this life.4

1 The Qi flows south into the He about 150 kilometers east of Luoyang. Some
scholars speculate that Wang Wei lived in retirement here for a time following
his time in Jizhou (721–726).
2 An esteemed ale produced by the Xinfeng region (northeast of Lintong in Shaanxi).
3 Cither (zheng 箏): this is a variant of the se native to the Qin region and often
played by professional female entertainers.
4 “Mastering Life” is the name of the nineteenth chapter of the Zhuangzi.
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7.28

過福禪師蘭若

4

8

巖壑轉微逕，
雲林隱法堂。
羽人飛奏樂，
天女跪焚香。
竹外峰偏曙，
藤陰水更凉。
欲知禪坐久，
行路長春芳。
7.29

黎拾遺昕裴秀才迪見過秋夜對雨之作

4

促織鳴已急，
輕衣行向重。
寒燈坐高館，
秋雨聞疏鐘。
白法調狂象，
玄言問老龍。
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7.28
Visiting the aran.ya of Meditation Master Fu 1
Through crags and ravines there turns a faint path,
And cloudy trees that conceal a Dharma hall.
Feathered beings fly by, playing music;
4 Apsaras kneel, burning incense.2
Beyond the bamboo, daybreak on one side of the peak;
In the wisteria shade the water is even more cool.
If you want to know if he’s been long sitting in meditation:
8 The fragrant spring plants have grown tall by the roadside.

7.29
Reminder Li Xin and Flourishing Talent Pei Di visited me on an
autumn night; we watched the rain
Cricket cries have turned urgent;
Light robes will soon be changed for heavy ones.
In chill lamplight we sit in the high lodge;
4 In autumn rain we hear sparse sounds of bells.
Pure Dharma controls mad elephants;
With arcane words we question Old Dragon.3

1 Aran.ya: another term for a Buddhist monastery or temple.
2 Apsaras are female spirits in Indian and Buddhist lore. Here Wang juxtaposes
them with Daoist Transcendents (“feathered beings”).
3 “Mad elephant” is a Buddhist cliché for the uncontrolled passions. “Arcane words”
is the term applied to much of the metaphysical speculation in which intellectuals
engaged during the third and fourth centuries. Old Dragon (full name: Old
Dragon Lucky, Lao Long Ji 老龍吉) is a Daoist sage mentioned in chapter 22
of the Zhuangzi. He died before he could convey his wisdom to his students.
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何人顧蓬徑，
空愧求羊蹤。
7.30

晚春嚴少尹與諸公見過

4

8

松菊荒三逕，
圖書共五車。
烹葵邀上客，
看竹到貧家。
鵲乳先春草，
鶯啼過落花。
自憐黃髮暮，
一倍惜年華。

1 Jiang Xu 蔣詡 resigned his office during Wang Mang’s usurpation and lived as a
recluse in Duling, where he allowed the three paths to his house to become
overgrown. Only two local friends, Yang Zhong 仰仲 and Qiu Zhong 求仲,
were willing to venture to see him. here Wang Wei says he is unworthy of the
effort Li Xin and Pei Di have made to visit him.
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Who is it who asks after me on this overgrown path?
8 I’m only ashamed of the tracks of Qiu and Yang.1

7.30
In late spring Vice Governor Yan and several gentlemen come to
visit me
Pines and chrysanthemums cover the three overgrown paths,2
Though I have here five cartloads of books.3
I boil mallows and invite fine guests,
4 Who have come to my poor home to view the bamboo.4
Magpies nurse hatchlings before the spring grass;
Orioles cry past the fallen blossoms.
I pity myself in my old gray-haired twilight;
8 Even more so because I cherish the spring season.

2 See note to 7.29.8.
3 See note to 2.24.1.
4 Once Wang Huizhi 王徽之 (a connoisseur of bamboo) went to an estate where
the bamboo was reputed to be excellent. He arrived without an invitation. The
owner attempted to act as host, but Wang simply ignored him.
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7.31

過感化寺曇興上人山院

4

8

暮持筇竹杖，
相待虎溪頭。
催客聞山響，
歸房逐水流。
野花叢發好，
谷鳥一聲幽。
夜坐空林寂，
松風直似秋。
7.31a

裴迪：游感化寺曇興上人山院

4

8

不遠灞陵邊，
安居向十年。
入門穿竹徑，
留客聽山泉。
鳥囀深林裏，
心閒落照前。
浮名竟何益，
從此願棲禪。
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7.31
Visiting the mountain cloister of His Reverence Tanxing at Ganhua
Monastery 1
At dusk, with a bamboo cane in hand,
He waits for me at Tiger Stream.2
He urges his guest to hear the mountain echoes;
4 We return to his house, pursuing the water flow.
Mountain flowers bloom, lovely in their clusters;
A valley bird issues one mysterious call.
At night I sit; the empty woods are still;
8 A breeze in the pines blows as constant as autumn.

7.31a
Pei Di: Traveling to the mountain cloister of His Reverence Tanxing
at Ganhua Monastery
Not far from the side of Ba tomb mound
He has lived in peace for ten years.
Entering the gate, we penetrate to a bamboo path;
4 He detains his guests and has them listen to the mountain stream.
Birds warble in the deep woods;
The mind is idle before the setting sun.
Of what benefit is ephemeral fame?
8 From now on I wish to nest here and meditate.

1 Possibly an error for Huagan 化感 Monastery, located in Lantian.
2 The prominent fifth-century monk Huiyuan 慧遠 when he lived at Donglin
Monastery on Mount Lu had a Tiger Stream nearby. Whenever he accompanied
a departing visitor past it, they would hear a tiger roaring, warning Huiyuan not
to leave the mountain.
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7.32

夏日過青龍寺謁操禪師

4

8

龍鍾一老翁，
徐步謁禪宮。
欲問義心義，
遙知空病空。
山河天眼裏，
世界法身中。
莫怪銷炎熱，
能生大地風。
7.32a

裴迪：夏日過青龍寺謁操禪師

4

8

安禪一室內，
左右竹亭幽。
有法知不染，
無言誰敢酬。
鳥飛爭向夕，
蟬噪已先秋。
煩暑自茲退，
清涼何所求。
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7.32
Visiting Blue Dragon Monastery on a summer day and paying a call
on Meditation Master Cao 1
Decrepit, a single old man
With slow steps comes to visit this hall of meditation.
I wish to inquire about the principle of the mind caught in principles,
4 And gain far-ranging understanding of the emptiness of empty illness.2
Hills and rivers lay within the divine eye;
Our world system exists within the dharmakāya.3
Do not find it strange that the blazing heat melts away –
8 For here can be born a breeze for all the earth.

7.32a
Pei Di: Visiting Blue Dragon Monastery on a summer day and paying
a call on Meditation Master Cao
In calm meditation within a single room,
Where all around bamboo pavilions are secluded.
Possessing the Dharma, my knowledge is unsullied;
4 Without words – who would dare to reply?
Birds fly, hurrying towards evening;
Cicadas sound, already foretelling autumn.
Sultry heat here withdraws;
8 Where else could I look for such cool clarity?

1 Blue Dragon Monastery was located in the Xinchang ward of Chang’an.
2 A general comment on śunyatā and more specifically the central situation of the
Vimalakīrti Sutra, in which the bodhisattva Vimalkīrti feigns illness as a skillful
means to lecture on Emptiness and No-duality.
3 One of the Three Bodies of the Buddha in Mahayana doctrine: the cosmic Buddha, which incorporates all real existence.
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7.33

鄭果州相過

4

8

麗日照殘春，
初晴草木新。
牀前磨鏡客，
林裏灌園人。
五馬驚窮巷，
雙童逐老身。
中廚辦麤飯，
當恕阮家貧。
7.34

過香積寺

4

不知香積寺，
數里入雲峰。
古木無人逕，
深山何處鐘。
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7.33
Zheng of Guozhou visits 1
The lovely sun shines in the waning spring;
When it first clears, the plants and trees are renewed.
Before the couch, the mirror-polishing wayfarer;2
4 In the forest, the garden-watering man.3
Your five-horse team startles my remote lane;
My pair of servant boys chase after my aged self.
My kitchen prepares coarse fare for you,
8 But you should tolerate the poverty of Ruan’s house.4

7.34
Visiting the Temple of Incense Amassed
Not knowing of the Temple of Incense Amassed,
I went several miles into cloudy peaks.
Old trees – paths empty of people.
4 Deep mountains – somewhere the sound of a bell.

1 In eastern Sichuan, about 140 kilometers north of the Jiang.
2 The Daoist transcendent Master Bearing-Pan would visit the markets of Wu with
a pan that could be used to polish mirrors. He would employ a form of magic
when polishing that would diagnose illnesses. He thus obtained a reputation as a
great healer.
3 See note to 7.24.8.
4 This alludes to the “poor” side of the Ruan family under the Wei dynasty: Ruan
Ji and Ruan Xian 咸 (who saw their poverty as a mark of virtue), as opposed to
the wealthy branch.
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8

泉聲咽危石，
日色冷青松。
薄暮空潭曲，
安禪制毒龍。
7.35

過崔駙馬山池

4

8

畫樓吹笛妓，
金椀酒家胡。
錦石稱貞女，
青松學大夫。
脫貂貰桂醑，
射雁與山廚。
聞道高陽會，
愚公谷正愚。
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The sound of the stream chokes on sharp rocks,
And the color of sunlight chills in green pines.
At dusk, by the curve of an empty pool,
8 Peaceful meditation will control poison dragons.

7.35
Visiting the mountain pool of Imperial Consort Cui
In a painted mansion, entertainers playing bamboo flutes;
Golden vessels from the wine-shop maid.
A decorated stone named after the Chaste Girl;1
4 Green pines imitating the Court Gentleman Tree.2
He doffs his marten cap and pawns it for osmanthus flower brew;
He shoots geese and delivers them to his mountain kitchen.
I’ve heard of the parties at Gaoyang Pool;3
8 And the master of Foolish Valley is truly foolish.4

1 An ornamental stone in the consort’s garden resembles the “Chaste Girl” rock on
a mountain near a gorge of the Kuang River in Guangdong.
2 See note to 7.8.4.
3 Shan Jian 山簡 was a Jin era general particularly fond of drinking. While stationed in Jingzhou, he used to frequent and drink at a garden pool called the
Gaoyang Pond. Here Wang Wei is comparing parties at the Consort’s pond to
Wang Jian’s drinking bouts.
4 The Valley of Master Foolish. Located in Shandong, originally named for an
anecdote connected to a local farmer; by Wang Wei’s time it was a designation
for a hermit’s surroundings (for more details see note to 9.15–9.17). Here Wang
Wei ironically suggests that the consort is in fact not a fool but a wise hermit.
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7.36

送李判官赴東江

4

8

聞道皇華使，
方隨皁蓋臣。
封章通左語，
冠冕化文身。
樹色分揚子，
潮聲滿富春。
遙知辨璧吏，
恩到泣珠人。

1 In the southern part of modern Guandong province.
2 “Brilliant flowered” is a poetic locution for a messenger, drawn from Shijing 163.
3 In the Han, middle-ranking officials were granted the right to ride in carriages
with black canopies. Gradually this became associated specifically with high-ranking officials serving in the provinces. Li is going off to serve his superior in
Dongjiang.
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7.36
Seeing off Administrative Assistant Li on his way to the Dongjiang 1
I’ve heard that the “brilliant flowered” emissary 2
Is just now following the minister in his black carriage canopy.3
Sealed dispatches will communicate the petitions of barbarians;
4 In cap of office you will morally transform the tattooed ones.
The hue of the trees reveals the Yangzi ford;
The roar of the tide fills Fuchun.4
I know that far away, this officer who can perceive a jade disk5
8 Will extend his grace to the pearl-weeping mermen.6

4 Yangzi: at one time, a ford on the lower Jiang; also a county in the Tang. Fuchun:
see note to 6.13.7.
5 Zhu Hui 朱暉 of the Eastern Han assisted his superior Wang Cang 王蒼 in
recovering a jade disk that had been appropriated by a secretary of the Chamberlain of Revenues. Zhu Hui was able to distinguish the disk from a distance as it
was being held by the secretary.
6 A Chinese myth describes a race of ocean-dwelling creatures in the southern seas
who weep pearls.

